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How to Use Your Level 4 Teacher’s Manual 
(First Edition, ISBN 978-1-935197-52-2)

with the Color Edition Activity Book,
Word Cards, and Readers

Are you using a First Edition All About® Reading Level 4 Teacher’s Manual? Good news! It is compatible 
with the Color Edition activity book, word cards, and readers. You’ll just need to make a few small changes 
to your older Teacher’s Manual.
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How to Use Your Level 4 Teacher’s Manual 
(First Edition, ISBN 978-1-935197-52-2)

with the Color Edition Activity Book 

Follow these steps to coordinate your First Edition Teacher’s Manual with the Color Edition 
activity book:

Turn to this page in your 
Teacher’s Manual… … and update this information

Page 47 Cut out the box below and use it in place of the instructions for the activity 
called “The Humongous Elephant.” 

The Humongous Elephant

Cut out the cards and separate them into four piles: elephant cards, 
crocodile cards, lamb cards, and wolf cards. 

Have your student select a set of cards and turn them over one at a time to 
read each word aloud. Next, have him arrange the cards in order of degree 
from least to most. For example, the elephant cards would be arranged in 
order from big to biggest. The wolf cards would be arranged in order from 
loud to loudest. 

Continue until all the cards have been sorted. 

Page 92 Note that the limerick has been renamed “MacFee the Dog.” 

Page 145 Cross off the last paragraph on this page. (There are no longer three sentences 
on the back of the emphasis cards.)
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How to Use Your Level 4 Teacher’s Manual 
(First Edition, ISBN 978-1-935197-52-2)

with the Color Edition Word Cards
(cards indicate “Color Edition” in the header)

Follow these steps to coordinate your First Edition Teacher’s Manual with the Color Edition 
Word Cards:

Turn to this page in your Teacher’s 
Manual… … and update this information

Page 156 In the section called “Practice Reading Words,” 
change WRESTLE to THISTLE.

Page 242 In the section called “Practice Reading Words,” 
change WARDROBE to TOWARD.

Page 254 In the section called “Practice Reading Words,” 
change ADVANCE to DIFFERENCE.

Page 308 In the section called “Practice Reading Words,” 
change DIARY to SECRETARY.
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How to Use Your Level 4 Teacher’s Manual 
(First Edition, ISBN 978-1-935197-52-2)
With the Color Edition Readers 

(Heirloom Antics and The Voyage)

Follow these steps to coordinate your First Edition Teacher’s Manual with the Color Edition 
readers:

Turn to this page in your Teacher’s 
Manual… … and update this information

Page 148

In the third paragraph from the bottom of the page, 
delete the last phrase that mentions the cow. (In 
the updated version of the story, the cow is not a 
suspect.)

Page 248
In the fourth paragraph on this page, delete the line 
that reads “Warren clacked over to the kitchen sink.” 

Page 280
In the section called “Read ‘Cowboy Star,’” locate the 
fifth paragraph. Change the reference to page 57 to 
page 56. 
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